Pre-clinical evaluation of anti-lacto-N-fucopentaose III (CD15) monoclonal antibodies for ex vivo bone marrow purging in acute myeloid leukemia.
In order to eliminate residual leukemic cells from the marrow of patients with acute myeloid leukemia (AML) prior to autologous bone marrow transplantation, the optimal conditions of utilization of three CD15 murine monoclonal antibodies (MoAb) were investigated. The VIM-D5 MoAb was used with rabbit complement (C'), whereas the 8.27 and SMY15A MoAbs were used in the presence of human C'. These antibodies were also tested after fixation on magnetic beads. In a culture assay in semi-solid medium with a mixture of normal marrow and 1% HL60 cells, a lysis of clonogenic cells greater than 99% was achieved with the three antibodies and two rounds of complement, or with antibody-coated magnetic beads. Cultures of leukemic clonogenic cells (CFU-L) were performed in 47 cases. An inhibition equal to or greater than 90% was achieved in seven cases with VIM-D5, 16 cases with 8.27 and 11 cases with SMY15A and C'. The correlation with cytotoxicity of fresh cells was low. Twenty cases were purged with antibody-coated beads. An inhibition equal to or greater than 90% was observed in 10 cases with VIM-D5, 11 cases with 8.27 and 12 cases with SMY15A. The mean recovery of normal CFU-GM was higher than 70% and that of BFU-E higher than 95% with any method of treatment. It is concluded that efficient marrow purging of clonogenic AML cells can be achieved in some cases without toxicity for normal progenitors. The addition of other MoAbs seems necessary to obtain a significant purge in a majority of cases.